Opening new application areas for mobile robots requires to design systems that are robust, safe, and adaptive with respect to the environment they are operating in. Such systems must be smart enough to communicate with inexperienced users. They must therefore be easily programmable and understandable.
Introduction
Public buildings such as hospitals and hotels as well as o ces and households are soon expected to become operating environments for mobile service robots. Typically, these environments are characterized by short-term and long-term changes, moving obstacles, and inexperienced users. If mobile robots should operate successfully under such conditions, they have to cope safely with these e ects. They have to be able to operate without using an exact model of the world. The robot's operations must remain safe and e cient, i.e., it should use any knowledge that is available. Existing knowledge has to be re ned and extended according to the experience the robot gains.
PRIAMOS Dillmann et al., 1993 ] is a mobile robot that has been designed to serve as a test-bed for realizing methods which allow to satisfy these requirements.
PRIAMOS is equipped with several sensor systems. These sensors enable it to continuously perceive information about the environment and update its model of the world. Thus, PRIAMOS does not rely on a complete and exact model of the environment (like, for instance, most robots described in Kassler, 1993] ). PRIAMOS operates on the basis of an initially known geometric model for both, path planning and relocalization. Since the studied application area is the execution of indoor service tasks, the existence of such a model (e.g., a ground plan) is an assumption that can be justi ed. Therefore, it is not useful to realize PRIAMOS as a completely autonomously exploring system such as TESEO Mill an, 1994] or COLUMBUS Thrun, 1992] .
Throughout this paper, PRIAMOS will be described in both, technical and methodological detail. Since sensors are an indispensible component of robots operating in a partially unknown environment, special attention will be devoted to PRIAMOS' sensor systems. Methods are described which are applied to process the robot's perceptions in order to build an increasingly abstract model of the world. The areas that are investigated cover relocalization and map building as well as signal-symbol transformation for communication purposes. Finally, the existence of learning components in PRIAMOS' control architecture is motivated and discussed with respect to the task knowledge that is used on the individual layers of control. Fig. 1) is a holonome mobile system with three degrees of freedom, i.e., motion in longitudinal and transverse direction and rotation around the geometric center of the vehicle. This is accomplished by the use of four Mecanum wheels, each one driven separately. The servos that are in use enable the robot, which features a length of 900 mm, a width of 650 mm, a height of 750 mm, and a weight of 300 kg, to move at a maximum speed of 3 km/h. PRIAMOS is equipped with a structured lightbeam sensor for obstacle detection as well as with a ring of 24 ultrasonic range sensors. Three CCD cameras are connected to an on-board image processing system which provides a vector description of images at video-rate. A passive camera mounted in front of the robot provides an overview of the scene. This information is useful for teleoperation but also points out interesting regions to the active stereo vision head and supports triangular scene reconstruction.
The Mobile System PRIAMOS

PRIAMOS (
PRIAMOS' Sensor System
Because the robot's environment cannot be modeled exactly, sensor systems are necessary components of each robot system. Sensorial perception is indispensible to move safely and e ciently despite initially incomplete and possibly incorrect knowledge. The richness of the information that can be obtained from the robot's sensors depends on several factors. The sensor type and measurement principles determine the kind of object or event that can be detected. Each sensor can be parameterized according to the given environmental conditions, in order to obtain signals at maximum quality. In addition, the sensor data processing steps have to be selected carefully depending on the kind of information to be acquired. Finally, if di erent sensors are available providing redundant information, their use should be planned complementary such that a maximum of useful information can be obtained at minimal acquisition e ort.
PRIAMOS is equipped with three di erent sensor systems, namely ultrasonic range sensors, a pair of structured light sensors, and an active stereo vision head (KASTOR, Weckesser & Wallner, 1994] ). These sensors observe the environment in general and focus on speci c events or items of interest. By active sensor planning, areas of interest can be monitored highly adaptive.
Active Sonar
The prinicple ultrasonic sensors perceive the world has been extensively described in the literature. Sonar measurement provide distance information which corresponds to obstacles within the sensor opening cone. The angle of the cone depends on the absorption of the material which causes the re ection. However, some e ects make ultrasonic sensing extremely unreliable. The rst is re ection. A surface which has a (horizontal or vertical) orientation exceeding a certain angle with respect to the ultrasound wave will not produce an echo that can be perceived at the sensor's position, and the corresponding object will be considered to have disappeared. Multiple re ections let an obstacle appear further away than it is. Finally, the 3-D structure of the real world has to be taken into account. Because the opening cone of the ultrasonic beam is small if the measurement is close, objects such as tables may only be recognized if the robot is su ciently far away.
The 24 programmable ultrasonic sensors used can perform up to 200 measurements per second. The position and orientation of each sensor is planned in order to minimize blind regions near the robot. The sensor measurement mode can be chosen on-line as monaural, stereo biaural, or stereo triaural. Additionally, the activation of sensors (or sensor groups) can be altered on-line. Therefore, it is possible to obtain precise and real-time information about regions which are of interest (e.g., if a new obstacle was detected). Since the sonar sensing system is directly coupled with the vehicle odometry, an increase in uncertainty of detected objects can be avoided even if the robot is moving.
Active Stereo Vision
Figure 2: Front view of KASTOR KASTOR Weckesser & Wallner, 1994] is an active stereo vision head that consists of two cameras, mounted on a platform with motor-controlled tilt and turn. Zoom and focus as well as the vergence of each camera unit are equipped with motors. The cameras are connected to a real-time vision system, which has been modi ed for stereo image-processing purpose. The image-processing system is able to produce a symbolic contour description by edges extracted from the stereo images in real-time. With a calibrated stereo camera system, it is possible to compute 3-D reconstruction of objects in the scene.
Structured Light Safety Sensor
An additional approach to obtain 3-D information from two dimensional pictures is triangulation with structured light. PRIAMOS operates with a structured light laser beam sensor being able to handle changing oor coverings even in case of changing lighting conditions. In order to improve the reliability of the stereo matching algorithm as well as to support safe teleoperation, the robot is equipped with a third camera.
This camera is mounted on top of the robot, looking into forward direction. It can be rotated around the horizontal axis. Two diode lasers located in front of the vehicle project laser lines on the oor. To be able to identify the lines from the light of the environment, the camera is equipped with an interference lter that features a transmission peak corresponding to the wavelength of the laser light. A con guration with two crossing lines allows the supervision of a wide area with a minimum of light sources. The third camera is calibrated similarly to the two cameras of the stereo visionsystem. If a disturbance or a change in the orientation of the projected laser light line is detected, the existence of an object can be assumed. With the help of this sensor, PRIAMOS is able to detect at or small obstacles, descenting stairs as well as holes. In general, obstacles can be recognized which are located between 50 and 300 cm in front of the robot, with a position accuracy of about 1 cm.
4. Use, Adaptation and Re nement of PRIAMOS' World Knowledge PRIAMOS continuously considers the possibility that certain changes to the environment have occurred. It has to react to these changes on several levels of control. Thus, an hierarchical world model providing up-to-date information on all control system levels is necessary.
Observed changes in the robot's environment are modelled in a four-step process. In a rst step, new obstacles are identi ed by comparing model-based predictions of range measurements with real data. As soon as the existence of an unknown obstacle is assumed, a probability grid Elfes, 1986] which covers that area is generated for further integration of range data. If a grid clearly indicates the presence of an unknown obstacle, a stereo-snapshot of that region is taken. The reconstructed 3D scene is fused with the parametrical model derived from the probability grid. Based on a probability estimation or an operator command, several components that might be parts of a single object are combined during a nal mapping step. Discrepancies between the robot's world model and its actual environment, such as newly appearing obstacles, are detected by comparing ultrasonic distance information with predicted data derived from the robot's current world model. A re ecting surface with bad orientation to the signal source causes erroneous signal interpretation. Multiple re ections let an obstacle appear at a larger distance than it actually is. Figure 4 shows an example of a sonar prediction which considers the opening cone of the beam, material speci c re ection and 3-D object models.
A clear di erence between predicted and measured distance is assumed to indicate a new obstacle. However, experiments have shown that this assumption is not always justi ed, since the sensor model as well as the world model do not exactly match the real situation. Therefore, the mapping process is only continued if discrepancies have been observed su ciently often.
The Local Grid Concept
In literature, two basic methods have been described that allow to integrate new sonar data in a geometric world model: Parametric approaches usually use a surface or volumetric description of objects Leonard & Durrant-White, 1992] . Such a description is appealing due to its simplicity, but it is di cult to integrate new objects. The problem is to derive a parametric object description from only few data. Consequently, large object model errors accumulate. An attractive method to fuse sensor data taken at di erent times, from di erent positions and even by di erent sensor systems is o ered by certainty grids Moravec, 1988 , Weigl et al., 1993 . A certainty grid space is represented by a grid with each cell holding a value corresponding to the probability that an object is located in that region. However, the large number of cells necessary for precise mapping yields time-consuming grid update procedures. Apart from simpli ed grid based approaches used for collision avoidance Borenstein & Koren, 1991 , Buchberger et al., 1992 , certainty grid approaches are not suitable to deal with dynamic environments.
To overcome these problems, an approach using local grids is applied. It is based on the assumption that grids are mainly of interest in regions where new objects are suspected. Large freespace areas and regions which are su ciently known do unnecessarily complicate mapping. Therefore, only as soon as identi cation indicates a region of interest, a grid (featuring a cell size of about 5 5 cm 2 ) is generated in that area. Such a grid is enlarged if necessary, split if a grid is detected to cover two obstacles, and it is fused if two grids belong to the same obstacle. Integration of distance data is performed according to the procedure described in Moravec, 1988] with a probability increment at the echo region and a probability decrement where no re ection occurred. Despite the general opinion that range and orientation error of sonar is normally distributed, tests have shown that this is only correct in case of range, whereas the angular error of a sonar beam should be considered to be equally distributed. When fusing grids as illustrated in gure 5, the resulting probability c(i; j) of a cell is calculated from the probabilities c 1 (i; j) and c 2 (i; j) of the initial grids in the following way: c(i; j) = c 1 (i; j) + c 2 (i; j) ? c 1 (i; j) c 2 (i; j) Additionally, in an environment which is less known as in the previous example, the robot position will not be precisely available at any time. When using a global grid, position errors of the robot would directly in uence mapping precision. By using local grids, the position of a grid can be corrected as soon as the robot is relocating itself. It can then be combined with other grids from di erent viewpoints.
Handling Dynamic Objects
The echo of a sonar measurement provides information about the position and distance of objects. The area covered by the beam without causing an echo indicates free space. If both types of information are represented in one grid, there is no possibility to distinguish if a region has never been scanned before or if an object that has been observed has moved to another position. In both cases, the resulting grid cell probability will be the same. Therefore, positive probability and negative probability are stored in separate grids as indicated in gure 5. Both grids are compared in order to nd out whether a region has not been su ciently observed so far or if the robot has observed a dynamic obstacle. Dynamic obstacles cause a large di erence in positive and negative grids, as there will be high probabilities of both, obstacle presence and freespace.
Updating the Geometric World Model
Geometric object representations can be derived from grid-stored information. More speci cally, because every object in the environment is represented by a set of interconnected line segments, generating a parametric description from a certainty grid means to estimate the parameters describing each segment (orientation, distance to the origin) from that grid. The actual estimation procedure selects the cell which features the highest probability of being occupied and successively looks for the neighbour cell which causes the lowest change in probability. During each step, the parameters are re-estimated by means of a Kalman lter. As soon as enough data are available for a reliable estimation, the segment is added to the robot's map. Grid interpretation is an iterative procedure. In early mapping stages, an estimate of the obstacle is produced to be taken into account when planning a path. This description is replaced by a more precise model as soon as more data are available.
Updating the Geometric Map
The geometric world model is organized hierarchically. The robot requests a description of its local environment from a central database located on a stationary host computer. If recent measurements of known obstacles do not match the model, the robot's position as well as object positions are updated by using Kalman ltering. Changes in the local model are reported to the host computer and integrated in the global database. Similarly, the robot is informed if the global database was updated, which guarantees a consistent map even if several robots operate in the same environment.
If new obstacles are integrated in the map, they have to be treated specially. Before they can be used to correct the robot's position, the object description has to be re ned by further measurements. This is necessary because the mapping error (mainly due to the cell size of grids) can result in an object model which is larger or smaller than the real object. If the obstacle position is corrected by observing only one view side, the position estimation of other parts of the model might even get worse. Therefore, several nal data fusion steps take place before new objects are integrated in the geometric map:
Edge re nement: Combination or grouping of individual edges. Corner tting: Both image processing and grid interpretation do badly in nding corner points. Therefore, obvious edge intersections are computed and the edges extended to that intersection. In the same step, not existing edges which are caused by bad sonar focussation are deleted.
Multiple viewpoints: The central database can receive di erent descriptions of the same obstacle, if a robot detected it from two positions or it was mapped by di erent robots. In such a case, the mapping results from di erent viewpoints are combined and edge re nement as well as corner tting are repeated on the base of the combined parametric model.
A Mapping Example
The following example surveys the working principle of the map re nement procedure. PRIAMOS operates in an o ce environment and moves on a path that has been planned according to a speci ed mission. The robot continuously observes its surroundings in order to improve the world model. Fig. 6 shows the mapping steps performed during an example run.
A number of grids are generated due to sonar re ections or imprecise object models that result in unexpected echoes. Grids caused by re ection can be deleted in further grid-integration steps as these measurements are only sparse and typically do not produce signi cant grid structures. In the example, two events were signi cant enough to start mapping: A person the robot has to avoid, and a table that has newly been placed (a). The grid that was generated for the walking person indicated a dynamic obstacle and was therefore not interpreted. Tracking and classi cation of such obstacles will mainly be based on visual information and is subject of current research. A second unknown object, the table, was observed from two di erent positions. Several grids where generated and incrementally enlarged (b). It can be seen that grid 2 was not taken into account during later modeling. This grid was too close to a wall to be interpreted reliably. Two stereo-snapshots where commanded at the positions indicated in a. The scene reconstruction from the rst stereo-image is shown in f. The grid interpretation is combined with a 2-D projection of this stereoreconstruction (e). Finally, the groundplan of the resulting object model (g) as well as the complete 3-D object model (h) with re ned edges and corners is shown. Even if the description is not complete, it clearly indicates the object's location and shape. 
Building Conceptual Models of the World
Service robot applications involve inexperienced users. Thus, these robots must be able to communicate with the user in a natural language. This means that the robot's sensor measurements and it's geometric world model must be represented in symbolic terms. One possibility to solve this problem is to use operational concepts Morik & Rieger, 1993] . These concepts describe objects and situations in terms of perceptions and actions and represent objects and situation in the environment on a level of abstractions above the geometric one. Rules such as standing & parallel moving & standing ! through door Kaiser et al., 1995] are generated directly from sensor data by employing an inductive learner Klingspor, 1994b] . They can be used to locate speci c objects in the environment or to trigger speci c actions of the robot, such as a door-passing without collision avoidance, as soon as a door is recognized.
Obviously, operational concepts have to take the actions of the robot into account as well Klingspor & Morik, 1995] . If it is not possible to determine the existence of an object or the occurance of a speci c situation on the base of a single set of sensor readings, the robot must follow a speci c strategy in order to verify an initial suspicion. The initial detection is either triggered by the user, given by the mission plan, or occurs during exploration. The veri cation strategy can be represented as an action feature assigned to an operational concept.
Apart from abstracting sensor measurements and parametric object descriptions, a second aspect of understandability is to present the structure of the environment on a topological level. Basically, this topological structure represents the free space in the environment and its connections, i.e., the paths that can be passed by the robot. If the geometric world model is given, the topological model can be generated.
Sensor Parameterization and Use
Precise image processing and interpretation requires high precision calibration techniques for the active vision system. A linear camera model is used for reconstruction and mapping of the environment. The problem to be solved is the exact determination of the positions of reference points in the images. In order to improve the accuracy in the detection of reference points, photogrammetric methods Beyer, 1991] are applied for calibration.
The nal goal of image-processing is the reconstruction of the robot environment. In order to reconstruct the environment, the perceived images have rst to be matched. With KASTOR being able to perform a real-time edge detection, an edge-based matching algorithm is applied. The high quality of calibration enables a highly precise computation of corresponding endpoints of edges with the use of the epipolar constraint. In Dold & Mass, 1994] it was shown that corresponding image points can unequivocally be computed if three or more calibrated cameras are used. With the help of a third camera, a second epipolar line can be computed for every point, such that the corresponding point becomes the intersection of the two epipolar lines. With this technique, a very high reliability for the stereo matching algorithm was achieved.
Predictive Vision
In order to navigate the robot in a partially known indoor environment, the observation of natural landmarks is useful to update and correct the robot's position. If high precision is necessary for the performance of the navigation task, the robot needs to know its position accurately. An initial position estimation is obtained from PRIAMOS' odometry sensors, such that the estimation error depends on the driven distance. A correction of the estimated position is necessary as soon as the error exceeds a limit that depends on the current task.
Figure 7: position estimation
A task requiring high precision is the passing of a door, given the robot's width of 78cm and the width of the door of 90cm. This task can not be executed with a position error of about 20cm and an orientation error of about 5 degrees. Therefore, the door itself is used as natural landmark. The robot's estimated position relative to the door allows making a planned perception of the door and predicting the position of the door in the two camera images. A snapshot is taken with both cameras and the prediction of the door is matched with the extracted edges in the images, such that the door can be recognized and localized in both images. Afterwards, the two images can be matched and the position and orientation of the door relative to the robot can be computed. From this results a position correction that enables the robot to safely pass the door.
PRIAMOS' Control Architecture and Task Decomposition
PRIAMOS re nes and adapts its world model on several levels of abstraction. These levels of abstraction are considered in PRIAMOS' control architecture, where they serve as the basic information for subtasks executed on each layer of control.
PRIAMOS' control architecture is structured both horizontally and vertically. On each vertical layer, a navigation and a perception module that are linked by means Figure 8 shows the levels of abstraction of the world representation. On the highest level, the world model has a topological structure that is easily understandable even by inexperienced users. Path segments are described as edges and intersections as nodes in a graph. This allows simple path planning over longer distances without the need to take geometric details into account. Also, assigned to each edge is the strategy (the elementary operation) that the robot should employ to traverse it. For the generation of the topological map and precise path planning in the vicinity of the robot, exact geometric information is needed. On an intermediate level, this information is represented by means of a dynamic local model of the perceivable environment, which integrates recent sensor measurements as well as predictions generated on the base of a global geometric model.
User access to PRIAMOS is provided by means of the control environment MARS a (Fig. 8 left) . MARS has been developed following a strictly modular approach with higher level modules running as independent UNIX processes and communicating via sockets, whereas lower level modules, taking stronger real-time constraints into account such as the collision-avoidance module, are realized on the robot's internal OS/9 based computer systems. Additionally, MARS features an advanced teleoperation interface to PRIAMOS Lin et al., 1995] that allows for on-line supervision during task execution.
Acquisition, Use and Re nement of Task Knowledge
It is extremely costly to program the robot such that it can handle all possible situations appropriately. This approach is also intractable because real world data, i.e., noise in perceptions and actions, changing user needs, and a changing environment, have to be taken into account. Hence, PRIAMOS should be able to exploit the experiences it gains during operation. Exploiting these experiences means to extend and re ne knowledge about the world as well as to make the way of using this knowledge more e cient by generating and maintaining increasingly abstract models of perceptions, actions, and situation-action rules. This task, however, is a fairly complex one and several subtasks (see also Fig. 9 , Kaiser et al., 1995] ) can be identi ed within it.
Acquisition of Basic Re exes and Elementary Operations
Basic re exes and elementary operations (EOs) close the loop between sensing and action on the lowest level. The most important re exes are those realizing goal-oriented obstacle avoidance, i.e., that allow PRIAMOS to move along a series of subgoals safely and quickly towards its nal destination. Elementary operations are a set of re exes that perform goal-oriented actions featuring wellde ned start and goal situations, such as docking at a recharging station or passing through a door. Both basic re exes and elementary operations can be obtained through reinforcement learning Mill an, 1994] or learned from user demonstrations Kaiser et al., 1994] . The extension of the Programming by Demonstration paradigm Heise, 1989 Heise, , M unch et al., 1994 ] to the area of mobile robotics is a topic of current research.
The Geometric Planner
Geometric planning is an elementary operation that the robot can execute from the very beginning. It is restricted to a local area which is slightly larger than the perception range of the robot sensors, as planning is performed in the local geometric model. The central part of the geometric model is obtained by a fusion process of actual sensor data and a-priori knowledge. Planning in areas further away is mainly a static procedure and can be performed on layers of higher abstraction. However, due to the local nature of the geometric model, the next goal might not be located within the area of geometric planning. In such cases special care has to be taken in order to plan a path which nally leads to the correct goal. Path planning is based on the idea of potential distance elds Wallner et al., 1992] . The algorithm described below guarantees to nd the shortest collision free path. Its main advantage is its computational e ciency. The holonome driving principle of PRIAMOS o ers the advantage that no additional constraints have to be taken into account. Planning is done in ve steps (see also Fig. 10) :
If the goal is located outside the local model, an appropriate subgoal at the border of the local model is computed. Obstacles are enlarged by half of the robot length, such that further planning can consider the robot as a point. In narrow passages, this approximation cannot be applied and another appropriate elementary operation has to be selected.
A square grid that covers the planning region and is centered around the current position of the robot is generated. Each cell of the grid contains binary information indicating if it is free or not. The next step is path planning itself. The cell of the goal position is initialized with a start-value ('1'). The 4 neighbours of a cell are recursively (beginning with the goal-cell) given a value: cell value + 1 if they are free, until the cell covering PRIAMOS' position is reached. Starting there, a path is found by successively moving to the lowest valued neighbour cell (8 neighbours are considered in this step). Finally, a polygon is de ned by the list of cells. A path is represented by the corner-points of this polygon.
6.1.2. Vision-based Passing of a Narrow Door In the following, the task of passing a door will be illustrated in an example. The robot has got a position estimation that enables it to make a planned perception of the area where the door is expected. The prediction of the door is matched to the perception and so it is possible to identify certain structures of the door. In this example, the left and the right side of the door are observed separately to improve the accuracy of the reconstruction. Fig. 11 gives an overview of the door, g. 12 shows the grey-value images, the extracted edges, and the prediction (dashed line) of the left and right side of the door. In between the perception of the two image pairs the head was turned by 10 degrees. With the help of the prediction it is possible to detect the relevant structures (vertical edges) of the door. Then the position of the door is reconstructed. The distance of the robot to the door was measured to be 2:4m. The accuracy of the reconstruction in this example is: x = 2cm ; y = 1cm. The positionand orientation correction ( X ; ) are computed from the displacement of the position of the landmark in the world model and the computed scene-reconstruction Weckesser & Dillmann, 1994] . In the experiment performed, PRIAMOS ended up with a position uncertainty of less than 2 cm. So it was possible to safely move through the door ( gure 13).
Topological Planning
The idea of introducing topological graphs (see gure 14) as a more abstract way to represent free spaces and existing passages in the environment is very appealing Kampmann & Schmidt, 1989] . The graph representation allows for an easy access to the existing information, and algorithms known from graph theory are directly applicable. However, an e cient use of topological maps in a real world requires that the following aspects are taken into account Wallner et al., 1994 ]:
1. The topological map itself is subject to change due to changes in the environment. It must be updated as soon as changes in the geometric map occur. 2. As soon as the robot's current position and its goal are not directly located on the topological map, selecting good or even optimal points to enter and leave the graph is not straightforward. 3. In a dynamic environment it is possible that two motions, starting at the same point and aiming at the same goal, require the use of di erent topological paths. 4. The cost of moving along a certain edge of the topological map cannot completely be calculated a-priori, since it does not only depend on static features of the environment (such as the length of the corresponding path), but also on the "di culty" to traverse the edge and on the strategy (the EO) that the robot has to employ. The basic strategy of topological path planning is the following: temporary edges from the start position to the entry node and from the exit node to the goal position are generated. The length of these edges are obtained by a geometric planning step. A branch and bound algorithm is used to nd a sequence of edges satisfying a given set of criteria (e.g. length of a path) with the least overall costs. The cost estimation as well as the selection of the elementary operations that are to be executed while traversing a topological edge are also subject to continuous adaptation.
Re ning PRIAMOS' Global Strategy
To e ciently apply elementary operations means to nd criteria that allow for the evaluation of the usefulness of an elementary operation under given environmental and task-speci c conditions. Basically, there are three di erent mechanisms that can trigger the execution of a speci c elementary operation. Firstly, the EO can be selected by the user, i.e., he can command the robot to execute a speci c EO at a speci c place. Secondly, the EO execution can be triggered by a speci c environmental situation such as the detection of an object that is an instance of an operational concept. In that case, the EO assigned to that concept (its action feature) is executed. For example, the door passing EO can be triggered as soon as a door has been detected. Thirdly, an EO might be speci cally assigned to an edge of the topological map. For example, a speci c collision avoidance strategy might be necessary as soon as PRIAMOS passes through a hallway, an o ce, or a manufacturing hall.
Mission schema, which represent situation-action rules on the highest level of abstraction, capture the correspondence between speci c locations, non-geometric parameters of the world, and elementary operations. In the machine learning community, learning schemata is an application domain of deductive approaches such as EBL or EBG (see Ellman, 1989] for an overview). Based on background knowledge, these methods transform a particular problem solution into a schema (a macro) or extract heuristics (meta-knowledge) for problem solving. The main di erence of the approach presented here is the use of a single entity, the topological graph, to represent all schemata. By labeling each edge of the graph with the elementary operation that was employed during the execution of a mission, the initially only geometric information stored in the topological graph is constantly extended. However, as the execution of di erent missions will result in labeling a single edge several times, an inductive component is required as well in order to generate a label that is consistent with the complete experience of the robot. In that respect, what is required is a multi-strategy approach, which looks as follows:
1. On the base of the geometric world model, generate the topological graph. 2. Label each edge with the local geometric planning with collision avoidance EO. 3. Additionally, initialize the costs of each edge to be the geometric length of that edge. 4. Whenever, during a mission, a speci c elementary operation has been employed while the robot was moving along a speci c edge, label that edge with the EO. If the edge was already labeled with an EO di erent from local geometric planning with collision avoidance, use the more general EO, or, if a quality measure exists, use the best EO. Finding the best EO is a typical reinforcement learning problem which corresponds to nding the best action given the current sensorial input, as it is employed to learn the EO itself. On the level of EO selection, the amount of exploration depends on a prediction of how well PRIAMOS will perform using the currently assigned EO. Therefore, EO selection and EO execution are both learned by means of reinforcement learning in an hierarchical manner. 5. Update the cost estimation of each edge the robot has used by means of a Kalman lter. 6. Mark each edge the robot has found to be blocked as temporarily unusable.
Summarizing, PRIAMOS is able to build and apply abstract representations of both its perceptions and actions. The higher levels are representing strategic knowledge and are the communication interface between PRIAMOS and the user. They employ the lower levels which provide direct access to PRIAMOS and encapsulate speci c problems such as relocalization, collision-avoidance, and servo-control.
Conclusion
This paper surveyed the mobile system PRIAMOS which has been designed to operate in partially known structured environments. In such an environment, only few and imprecise information is given to the robot. The methods presented here realize a system that can robustly operate in a dynamic non-industrial indoor environment which is not especially prepared for robot applications. The system is also designed to automatically adapt to changes in the environment, in order to minimize human intervention in long term operations.
The design concept involves two main elds of research. On the one hand, PRI-AMOS is equipped with various active sensors in order to improve the perception capabilities of the system. Both advanced data integration and fusion techniques and directed sensing strategies are employed to enable PRIAMOS to obtain the most useful information from the environment with respect to the current task.
To make use of the information acquired by the sensor systems e ciently, PRI-AMOS is additionally equipped with learning components. This allows to automatically close the loop between perception and action on several levels of control. Additionally, these components are responsible for describing the robot's world and task knowledge in terms that are understandable even for an inexperienced user.
Further development is related to the extension of the semantic models of the robot's world. Building these models requires to combine complex sensing strategies with navigation procedures in order to operate in dynamic environments. Intelligent cooperation with other systems and humans mainly based on perceptions is a long term goal which requires better perception and action strategies. All future research activities are related to the development of robust and reliable control strategies, in order to provide a exible and user friendly system that is easy to install and operate.
